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It should be known that the differences of conditions among people are the result of different ways in which they make their living.

Ibn Khaldun, a fourteenth century North African historian

It is now possible for some to combine fundamental social criticism with a defense of non-modern cultures and traditions. It is possible to speak of the plurality of critical traditions and of human rationality. At long last we seem to have recognized that neither is Descartes the last word on reason, nor is Marx that on the critical spirit.

Ashis Nandy

---

* This is an updated and revised version of an article published in Third World Quarterly 30 (2009): 1227-36. I want to thank Ashley Bergquist and Joe Bussiere, my political science students at the University of New England, for their help in finding major references on the field of North African Studies.

** University of New England

On November 30, 2005, French National Assembly passed a law hailing the “positive role of colonisation,” especially in North Africa. This official French reproduction of colonial ideology is not an aberration, but a strong trend that dominates the field of Western scholarship on North Africa. In 1996 a British historian asked me a question that shocked me. “Why are Libyans so paranoid about Italian colonialism?” he said, following a presentation I had given at the London School of Economics on the social origins of Libyan resistance to Italian colonialism. My questioner was a fellow panel member specializing in Libyan colonial history, and I asked him what he meant by “paranoid.” Somalians, Ethiopians, and Eritreans had a positive view of Italian colonialism, he claimed. The period of Italian colonialism represented a modernizing stage of Libyan history, despite the fact that half the Libyan population perished and thousands were displaced and pushed into exile. I answered that the Libyan people, like other humans oppressed by brutal settlers, had every reason to hate colonialism. That encounter, combined with my generation’s disillusionment with the nationalist regimes in the Maghrib, led me to consider a critical examination of orientalist, colonial, and nationalist theories of the Maghrib.

Extending from the Atlantic to the Nile Valley and including the North African countries of Morocco, Algeria, Tunisia, Libya, Egypt, and Mauritania, the Maghrib constitutes the western portion of the Arab Muslim world. Its countries share a common natural environment, colonial legacy, Maliki Sunni Islam, and a blend of Arab, Berber, African, and European cultures. The main objective of this article is to present a critical, cross-disciplinary assessment and examination of mainstream orientalist, colonial, and nationalist elitist scholarship, offering an alternative theoretical approach to students of history, culture, and politics. First, the production of knowledge will be contextualized to understand the process behind the persistence of the mainstream models. Second, I will engage in a double critique of both the racism of the colonial and the orientalist models and the elitism of the nationalist model. It should interest readers specializing in African, Arab, and European social history, colonialism, nationalism, and gender studies.

The impact of orientalism, colonialism, and nationalism on Maghribi studies

Throughout the nineteenth and twentieth centuries politics and studies of the Maghrib were dominated by orientalism, colonialism, and
nationalism, with their own categories and theories of legitimation. The reasons were obvious: colonialism dominated the region between 1789 until 1962. Egypt was first invaded by Napoleon Bonaparte in 1789, and then by the British in 1882. France claimed Algeria in 1830, Tunisia in 1881, and Morocco in 1912. Libya fell to the Italians in 1911 and did not gain limited independence until 1951. It was not until the mid-twentieth century that nationalist movements assumed power, producing their own nationalist historiography. While Egypt gained limited independence in 1922, Tunisia and Morocco remained under colonial control until 1956. Algeria was not free of official French control until 1962. Internationally the cold war (1945-1989) has shaped the production of knowledge as in the case of the dogmatic state Marxism in the USSR and Modernization theory in the USA.

In 1978, in his survey of scholarship on the Maghrib and the Middle East, British sociologist Bryan Turner decried the poverty of the literature compared with academic studies of other Third World areas. Turner also noted that scholarship typically focuses on the uniqueness of a region, especially the role of Islam, tribalism, sects, and national character, at the expense of such topics as social class, state formation, and the impact of the world capitalist market through either trade or the colonial state.2 One would add to this critique that the scholarship on the Maghrib had a focus on French sources and displayed a lack of knowledge of native languages, especially Arabic, and local scholarship, and a static view of the civil society, even in works done by leftists scholars.

One example of a historical-cultural approach is the classic work of H.A.R. Gibb and Harold Bowen, which argues that Islam was a self-contained, traditional belief system and that eighteenth century Islamic societies were in decline as a result of their prevailing beliefs. The impact of internal and external socioeconomic factors is completely ignored.3

Similarly, the rise of “fundamentalist Islam” after the Iranian Revolution of 1979 was explained in the media, by orthodox orientalists and modernisation theorists as the resurgence of an idealised, pre-modern religious social movement. Questions concerning why such fundamentalist movements oppose or support their respective states—for instance, in Iran, Egypt, Tunisia, Algeria, and Morocco—tend to be discussed only in terms of religious ideology and not as the responses of different classes and ethnic groups in different ecological and historical settings. Two Western social science models—segmentary and modernisation—have been the most dominant forms of scholarship on the modern Maghrib.

Failures of the dominant theoretical approaches

The most influential approach to the Maghrib has been the “segmentary” theory articulated by British social anthropologists E.E. Evans-Pritchard and Ernest Gellner. The segmentary theory assumes the existence of a tri- 

bal society composed of homogenous tribal segments. In the absence of


state control in pre-colonial Maghrib, mutually deterring tribal segments maintained order among any clans threatening to disrupt the balance of power. This static view of Maghribi societies fails to acknowledge how “tribal society” reflects other dynamic social institutions and history.⁵

In the 1950s and 1960s US social scientists applied structural-functionalist concepts to studies of the Middle East, as well as to scholarship on other Asian, African, and Latin American societies. “Modernization” scholarship tended to perpetuate some of the earlier orientalist assumptions, including an emphasis on traditional religious beliefs and the mosaic of sects, tribes, and ethnic groups. Modernization literature is best characterized by The Passing of Traditional Society: Modernization in the Middle East by Daniel Lerner, who describes Maghribi societies as traditional and self-contained, although in the process of transition to modernity. Modernization, to Lerner, is achieved as a consequence of the diffusion of US capital development assistance along with American cultural and political values, to be carried out by a Westernized middle class. Lerner dismisses anti-colonial nationalist movements as expressions of negative xenophobia hindering rational planning and modernization.⁶


⁶ Daniel Lerner, The Passing of Traditional Society: Modernizing the Middle East (New York: Free Press, 1958), 76-101. Also see Manfred Halpern, The Politics of
While Lerner and others from the modernization school ignored the socioeconomic and economic impact of colonialism, they simultaneously furthered the foreign policy goals of the US government—a focus that hampered their ability to explain why modernization did not lead to development, pluralism, and democracy.\(^7\) The shortcomings of modernization literature became clear even to some of its own scholars when, in 1976, Leonard Binder admitted that the literature was mainly descriptive and did not explain state-society relations.\(^8\) L. Carl Brown in 1985 explained the historical context of the official US view of the Maghrib since the 1940s, as mainly based in geopolitical competition with the Axis powers during the World War II, and later with the Soviet bloc in the Cold War. Thus, Morocco and Tunisia were viewed as modernizing, “moderate” allies, Algeria as militant, and Libya, after the 1969 military takeover, as a hostile, pariah state.\(^9\)

---


\(^8\) See the essays by Binder and Zartman in *The Study of the Middle East*, ed. Leonard Binder (New York: Wiley, 1976), and Mark Tessler (ed.), *Area Studies and Social Science: Strategies for Understanding the Middle East* (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1999).

Marxist scholars such as Yves Lacoste and Ahmad Sadiq Saad, who still use the classical “Asiatic mode of production” analysis are also guilty of Eurocentrism. The Asiatic mode of production assumes the existence of a strong state and self-sufficient village communities. Marx, however, not only relied on a sketchy orientalist image of India for his understanding of Third World countries, but seemed to abandon his dialectical method when he assumed that change came mainly from outside in the form of European capitalist colonization. Engels, in fact, hailed the French conquest of Algeria in 1830 as a victory of civilization over barbarism.

The dominant scholarship on the Maghrib suffers from two major deficiencies. Eurocentric studies view Maghribi societies as unruly, segmentary, traditional, patrimonial, or Asiatic, assuming a model of sixteenth century Western Europe is universally applicable. This reasoning ignores the diverse traditions of state formation in the region. Modernization theories, the second deficiency, fail to explain social transformation and today’s politics in Maghribi societies. It is notable that non-capitalist relations of production, such as sharecropping, communal ownership of land, and self-sufficiency in household production, persisted as late as the 1970s. Further, instead of the secularization predicted by modernization scholars, social and political Islamic movements emerged as the main oppositional forces in Egypt, Algeria, Tunisia, and, more recently, Libya and Morocco. Yet, despite the poverty of orientalist, colonial, and nationalist scholarship, there have been alternative critical scholarships which have challenged and overcome some of the pitfalls of the literature on North Africa.


Moving beyond orthodoxy, alternative critical scholarship

Despite “Westernization,” contemporary Maghribi societies have not achieved industrialization, development or a high degree of political participation. Instead, these societies face economic dependency and authoritarian regimes ruled by dynasties and the military. Such characteristics beg for a fresh explanation. Socioeconomic and historical factors, such as modes of production, moral economy, social classes, state formation, and the impact of world economy, suggest new avenues for explaining dependency, authoritarian regimes and social diversity.

The 1970s witnessed the growth of critiques on the work of culturalist orientalists and modernization theorists. Authors included young liberal scholars such as Michael Hudson and Dale Eickelman, but were primarily neo-Marxists. Two journals were influential in shifting the focus of scholarship: the Review of Middle East Studies published in England, starting 1975, and Middle East Report (originally MERIP Reports) published in the USA since the late 1970s. While the Review of Middle Eastern Studies was discontinued after three excellent issues, Middle East Report came to resemble the Bulletin of Concerned Asian Scholars (BCAS), which emerged in 1969 after the start of the anti-war movement in the USA. Both were independent and critical forums but lacked a theoretical interpretation of the field. The publication of Edward Said’s Orientalism (1978) further pointed to the limits of the orientalists’ epistemology and approach to Maghribi societies and opened the debate about the role of theory and epistemology.12

Despite Said’s critique, the study of the Maghrib and the Middle East is still dominated by the orientalism and modernization theories. Modernization theory is, in fact, resurging under the banners of neoliberalism, especially after the end of the Cold War and collapse of the USSR in 1989. Said’s critique itself ignores the infrastructure and the material production of orientalist knowledge, and provides no alternative, as Sadiq al-Azm, Aijaz Ahmad, Yahya Sadwosky, and Rifa‘at Abou-El-Haj have pointed out.13

Despite the general stagnation of mainstream scholarship on the Middle East, a new trend of studies has begun to recognize socioeconomic forces in the Maghrib. Some of the best examples include Rifa‘at Abou-El-Haj on Ottoman social history; Abdullah Laroui’s seminal review of the historiography of the Maghrib; Abdelmajid Hannoum’s critique of the hegemony of French colonial ideology and historiography on North Africa; Edmund Burke III and David Seddon’s works dealing with the impact of trade and colonial rule on local governments and rural communities in Morocco; Peter Gran, Abdellah Hammoudi, and Julia Clancy-Smith’s studies of Islam, capitalism, and resistance; Marnia Lazreg and Mahfoud Bennoune’s on the role of women and the impact of French colonialism on Algerian society; Lucette Valensi’s on Tunisian peasantry; Angelo Del Boca’s on the myth of benign Italian fascism and colonialism; Abdal Molla El-Horeir’s on the social transformation of Barqa (Eastern Libya) under the Sanusiyya; and Roger Owen’s and Eric Davis’ work on the incorpora-

---

tion of the Egyptian economy into the world capitalist system and the role of the national bourgeoisie.¹⁴

The contemporary Maghribi state has been going through a crisis of legitimacy and relevance. The food riots and social protests that began in Egypt in 1977 spread to the rest of the region—Morocco in 1981, 1984, and 1990-91, Tunisia in 1984, and finally Algeria in 1988. Each case reflected popular dissatisfaction with the ruling nationalist elites and an end to the era of nationalist euphoria. The challenge is not unique in that established

nation-states such as the USA and European countries are also facing their own crises of race, citizenship, and identity. Eric Hobsbawm and David Held, among others, point to the historical mythology of nation-state nationalism and the boundaries transcending global capitalism. The crisis of the nation-state in Maghrib suggests that Middle Eastern scholars have taken the claims of the nation-state and Arab nationalism for granted.\textsuperscript{15}

\textbf{Redefining ‘Nationalism’}

A distinction must be made between nationalism as an ideology of resistance and liberation from colonial oppression, and the ideology of state nationalism, which emerged in the 1960s and excluded women, Islamists, leftists, liberals and independent associations. It should also be noted that modern social science developed at a point in history when Europe dominated the world, including the Maghrib.\textsuperscript{16} Thus, it is inevitable that Western social science reflects European choices of subject, categories, and epistemology. A Maghribi nationalist historiography may challenge French, Spanish, Italian, and British colonialism, but accept the pattern set by colonial scholars such as definitions of the Maghrib, historical periods, the definition of modernization, the model of the nation-state, the Sahara as an empty divide between the North and the South, and the idea of progress.

The very definition of Maghrib illustrates the pattern set by French colonialists, who redefined the larger Muslim Maghrib to include only former French colonies of Algeria, Tunisia, and Morocco. A careful reassessment of regional unity requires a broader analysis of political traditions—that is, the Muslim world of Maghrib stretches from Western Egypt to the Atlantic and to the Sahara frontiers of Bilad al-Sudan.\textsuperscript{17} Here Egypt is included as

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{15} Eric Hobsbawm, \textit{Nations and Nationalism since 1780} (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1990).
\item \textsuperscript{17} Maghali Morsy, “Maghribi unity in the context of the nation state: a historian’s point of view,” \textit{Maghrib Review} 8 (1983): 3-4, 70-76; John Dunn (ed.),
\end{itemize}
part of the Maghrib for several reasons: it is located in North Africa; its capital is Cairo, where al-Azhar University was founded by a Maghribi dynasty (the Fatimid); and thousands of Maghribi immigrants settled in Egypt and contributed to its development.\textsuperscript{18}

While researching Libyan social history between 1830 and 1932, I discovered two alternative trends to nationalism. The first was the ability of regional tribes and peasant to oppose the power of the central state in Tripoli, derived from both their distance from the central government and from strong socioeconomic ties with regional markets and neighboring tribes in other countries. Before the colonial conquest in 1911, strict borders were nonexistent, encouraging local ties to more than one state. The tribes of western Tripolitania and southern Tunisia had strong federations and were linked with the larger Muslim community of the Maghrib and the Sahara. For example, the state of Awlad Muhammad in Fezzan (1551-1812) was not only linked to the Lake Chad region for trade and the recruitment of soldiers, but also formed a strategic refuge from the Ottoman state in time of war. Equally important were strong socioeconomic relationships between the tribes of Barqa and western Egypt. Barqawi

\textsuperscript{18} Maghali Morsy, \textit{North Africa: From the Atlantic to the Nile Valley} (London: Longman, 1987). Arabic scholarship on the North Africa is often overlooked in western scholarship because of the latter’s Eurocentrist view and lack of knowledge of Arabic. The Egyptian historian Abdalrahim Abdulrahman Abdalrahim has published three books of documents on the role of al-Magharibah or Maghribis in Egyptian society between the sixteenth and twentieth centuries, all published by Dar Al-Tamimi of Tunis in 1982. In addition, see Muhammad El Memnouni, \textit{Arabic Sources of the History of the Maghrib} (Rabat: Muhammad V University Press, 1983); Hadi Timumi (ed.), \textit{The Forgotten ones in Tunisian Social History} (Tunis: Bait al-Hikma, 1999); Abderrhman Mu’athan et al. (eds.), \textit{North African Historical Writings on the History of the Maghrib} (Rabat: Muhammad V University Press, 2007); Muhammad Elbaki Hermassi, \textit{State and Society in the Arab Maghrib} (Beirut: Center of Arab Unity Studies, 1987); and the original book by Mehmmad El-Malki, \textit{Nationalist Movements and Colonialism in the Arab Maghrib} (Beirut: Center of Arab Unity Studies, 1993).
tribes viewed western Egyptian cities and desert as sanctuaries to escape wars and as markets for agricultural products. The rise of the Sanusiyya, with its Pan-Islamic ideology, between 1842 and 1932 deepened these ties.

The question of whether there was co-operation among Maghribi nationalist movements is still undetermined. To discover alternative historical possibilities requires looking beyond the contemporary nationalist state and its linear view of the past. One of the most promising approaches is provided by Ibn Khaldun’s fourteenth century interpretation of the role of moral and political economies. This approach calls for analyzing the relationship of ecology, production, and the land tenure system to legal, political, and social structures. E.P. Thompson’s approach to class as a political and cultural formation in *The Making of the English Working Class* provides a useful way of understanding the links between the labor process, culture, and ideology. Thompson’s powerful analysis shows how English workers in the nineteenth century used traditional institutions and culture to resist the pressure of the capitalist market. The larger world political economy in the Wallersteinian sense, especially as revised by Eric Wolf and Janet Abou-Lughod, is important in describing how local forces must be seen as the real agents of change.

Finally, the theories of Benedict Anderson and Eric Hobsbawm, and Ian Lustick’s theories of nationalism are helpful in understanding the formation of the Maghrib. Anderson’s view of nationalism as imagined political communities is brilliant, but his analysis ignores what Hobsbawm calls the mythologies, contradictions, and conflict associated with producing nationalism. Peasants and tribesmen vigorously resisted efforts to make them nationalist citizens of a nation-state. Further, as Partha Chatterjee points out, Anderson does not define the content of his imagined communities.

---

My own research on the social history of colonialism and nationalism in modern Libya has led to three major findings. First, colonialism not only had a major impact on the Maghrib but on France, England, Italy and Spain. As Edward Said has pointed out, imperialism connects and shapes the cultures of both colonizers and colonized societies. In addition, history, culture, and politics form part of a process that involves the entire society, not just the ruling institutions.

Second, before the nation-state was established, social groups such as merchants, peasants, and tribal peoples in the Maghrib acted in their own self-interest when forming alliances with or resisting the Ottomans, the Alawi states of the Maghrib, or colonial rulers. A nationalist historiography redefined this self-interest to dichotomies of collaboration, treason, or heroism. Finally, while written records of the colonial and nationalist states are important sources of information, scholars should keep in mind that they reflect the racism of the colonial state and the elitism of the nationalist state. These sources are silent about key events and groups. To gain a comprehensive understanding of a region, scholars must listen to the voices of peasants, tribesmen, minorities, women, and unpopular elites, as well as to the voices to be found in alternative sources such as literature, films, oral traditions, music, songs, and poetry.
